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UNITED STATES
An Interview with Aiani-Koli, aka “AniLiMars”, artist and member of “Black Lives Matter”, in New York City

“A black person is killed every 28 hours by law enforcement in America”
Can you introduce yourself and explain

the  reasons  for  which  the  “Black  lives
matter” gathering in New York decided to
send  you  as  a  delegate  to  the  world
conference  against  war,  exploitation  and
precarious employment in Mumbai?

My  name  is  Aiani-Koli  aka
"AniLiMars".  I  am  a  musician,  video-
grapher, sound engineer, an overall sound
and visual artist. On my trip to Mumbai I
plan on bringing my music as a way to
inform the people of the current struggle
and oppression being faced by myself and
people  I  am  surrounded  by.  The  recent
uprising of the BLM movement, focus on
police  brutality  and  racism, and  basic
unjust  happenings throughout the Nation
and the globe, has inspired me to tell the
world my story of this journey and deliver
a message of hope and resilience. Doing
so  by  creating  pieces  that  can  give  an
audience  a  different  "Eye  and  Ear"  into
the  worldly  experience  of  an  oppressed
individual. Music is a universal language
that  can  transcend  all  language  barriers
and can be understood on a deeper level
by  anyone  willing  to  listen.  I  plan  on
using  my  understanding  of  sounds  and
frequencies to spread knowledge, aware-
ness,  and  understanding  of  self  as  it
relates to progressing in this society, and
witnessing all that I do on the daily basis
as  a  black  female  living  in  the  United
States. 

The police in Charlotte have just killed
another black man. Where does this racist
violence  in  the  United  States  law
enforcement come from, in your opinion?

The  situation  right  now  in  America
with  constant  instances  of  Black  people
killed by law enforcement during alterca-
tions  is  a  problem  that  is rooted  in
systematic  racism  and  oppression.  The
"justice"  system  in  which  we  are
governed  here  in  the  United  States
is severely  corrupt.  Black  people  are
being  found  guilty  and  executed  before
ever meeting a judge or jury.

When  an  officer  has  to  use  deadly
force, the investigation is done by inside
sources causing clear conflicts of interest.

Police  are  now  constantly  being

caught  framing  individuals  with  tactics
such as planting weapons, guns, and drug
paraphernalia to use as ample reason as to
why they felt  it  necessary to murder the
individuals in question. 

Every time an unarmed black person
is killed by law enforcement here in this
country, the individual is usually crimina-
lized through our media with stories about
prior arrests or other negative blunders on
their record. 

Police  seem  to  be  poorly  trained  to
handle  situations  with  people  as  well,
resorting  to  deadly  force  unneces-
sarily due to  preconceived notions about
Black people, internalized racism, as well
as lack of ample punishment or conviction
when unnecessary deadly force is used. 

Hundreds of  thousands of  blacks and
other citizens have been demonstrating for
months to the cry of  “Black lives matter!”
What  are  the  causes  behind  the
development of your movement?

These things have been happening for
a very long time, these instances are not
new. When someone is being killed every
28  hours  by law enforcement,  we  must
look at the system that is allowing this to
continue.  The  Government  must  hire
people  that  uphold  the  principles  of  the
Constitution  supposedly  signed  to  cover
ALL citizens and look at all living people
as  the  same  regardless  of  race,  class,
orientation etc. Police must be held to the
same standards as the People they serve
and the laws they are paid to protect and
enforce. 

As  Martin  Luther  King  said  “You
know my friends, there comes a time when
people get tired of being trampled by the
iron feet of oppression". 

The People are angry and are tired of
the corruption and oppression. The people
DEMAND JUSTICE and EQUALITY for
ALL.  That  means  holding  corrupt  law
enforcement to the same standards as the
people  AT  ALL  TIMES.  No  special
treatment for anyone, but equal treatment
to  accurately  represent  the  ideal  of
upholding a "fair and just" system.

These  issues  must  be  addressed
anywhere where people can come up with

adequate  solutions  to  all  these  issues.
Without active discussion of said corrup-
tions  and  oppressions,  a  mission  to  end
war  and  exploitation  would  be  counter-
productive. If a country is not upholding
the  standards  it  is  supposedly  fighting
wars  for  overseas,  on  its  own  home-
land, then  it  therefore  cannot  serve  as
representative for world leadership. 

ORGANISING COMMITTEE
FOR THE MUMBAI CONFERENCE .

MARCH 9, 2016 .

AFGHANISTAN
Nasir Loyand, Left Radical of Afghanistan.

BRAZIL
Claúdio Ribeiro, labour lawyer, former trade 
unionist in the Bank sector and founding member
of the Workers Party (PT) in Brazil.

BURUNDI
Paul Nkunzimana, Workers Party for 
Democracy (Parti des travailleurs et de la 
démocratie - PTD).

FRANCE
Daniel Gluckstein, national secretary of the 
Democratic independent workers Party (POID).
Bernard Saas, trade unionist.

GREAT-BRITAIN
Ian Hodson National President BFAWU ( Bakers
Food Allied Workers Union )

INDIA
Nambiath Vasudevan/Franklyn D’Souza, Joint 
Convenors, Trade Union Solidarity Committee 
(TUSC), Mumbai.
M. A. Patil, President; SarvaShramikSangh 
President; New Trade Union Initiative, 
Maharashtra State, Mumbai.
Milind Ranade, General Secretary 
KachraVahatuk-ShramikSangh (KVSS), Mumbai.

PAKISTAN
Rubina Jamil, All Pakistan trade union 
federation APTUF.

RUSSIA
Mark Vassilev, historian and activist.

USA
Alan Benjamin, executive committee member, 
San Francisco Labor Council (AFL-CIO)
Baldemar Velasquez, President, Farm Labor 
Organizing Committee FLOC (AFL-CIO).
Nancy Wohlforth*, OPEIU, Secretary treasurer 
Emerita.

*For id. only.



MEXICO
Striking Healthcare Workers in Chiapas (Mexico) Need Our Urgent Support!

On Sunday, September 25, an estimated 300
trade unionists and activists gathered at a rally in
the auditorium of the Palenque (Chiapas) chapter
of Section 50 of the National Healthcare Workers
Union of Mexico (SNTSSA). The Palenque chapter
and the local chapters in three other cities in the
state of Chiapas have been out on strike for 126
days to demand a halt to the healthcare "counter-
reform"  law  aimed  at  privatizing  healthcare  in
Mexico.

In  Palenque  the  implementation  of  this  law
has led to the drastic reduction of medicines and
medical supplies for patients, with the request that

patients help cover the costs of these scarce items
-- when all healthcare at the Mexican Institute of
Social Security (IMSS) and at ISSSTE (for govern-
ment workers) has been free up till now.

The  striking  healthcare  workers  were  joined
by public school teachers from Section 40 of the
National  Teachers  Union,  or  SNTE-CNTE.  Nine
speakers  addressed  the  gathering,  including
Russell  Aguilar  Brindis,  who  is  well  known  in
Palenque and throughout Chiapas as one of the
founders of  the national  CNTE dissident wing of
the teachers' union. The CNTE is the leadership of
the union in four states and has large caucuses in

all other states across Mexico.
Alan Benjamin, a trade union activist from the

United  States  and  member  of  the  Organizing
Committee  of  the  Mumbai  Conference  Against
War,  Exploitation  and  Precarious  Labor,  was
invited to address the Palenque rally as a keynote
speaker. He explained the fundamental problems
with the U.S. healthcare system, which is  based
on the U.S. private-insurance model. The Mexican
government,  in  the  name of  "healthcare  reform"
and  the  creation  of  "universal  healthcare,"  is
seeking to impose the U.S. model and to destroy
the Mexican public healthcare system. 

INTERNATIONAL APPEAL FROM PALENQUE
To the trade unions and community organizations in Mexico and the world over,

To all workers in the healthcare sector worldwide:
« On May 23, 2016, in the region of Palenque, Chiapas (Mexico) -- just as in other regions of Chiapas -- healthcare workers of Section 50 of the National Union

of Healthcare Workers (SNTSSA) began a strike against the misnamed "reform" of the national healthcare system.
During the past 126 days, around 350 Palenque healthcare workers (65% of whom are women) have waged a hard-fought struggle in support of their main

demands, which are:
* proper provisioning of medicines and medical supplies in the hospitals and outposts to the indigenous communities;
* no to the theft by the state authorities of monies that should be going into the workers' retirement plans (and the repayment of all stolen funds);
* the reinstatement of the nine workers who were fired for going out on strike; and
* the back-payment of wages withheld to 45 workers for striking and simply defending the right to healthcare that is enshrined in the Mexican Constitution.
The 126 days of struggle have shown that the path of mobilization is the most effective path. The recent mobilizations initiated by 400 healthcare workers in the

region of Comitan, and the recent occupation of the offices of the Ministry of Health in Tuxtla Gutierrez, only underscore this point.
During the 126-day strike, we have understood the need to build instruments to promote our unity and our struggle to oppose and/or repeal all the government

"counter-reforms" that destroy our rights and gains. This is why we support the call by the Mexican Electrical Workers (SME) and many others to build a new Trade
Union Federation (Nueva Central de Trabajadores).

This is also why, having been informed about the Call for a World Conference Against War, Exploitation and Precarious Labor in Mumbai, India, we have
decided to support this call.

Our International Appeal from Palenque is addressed to political, trade union and community organizations and activists throughout the world. It is addressed to
all who defend healthcare as a right -- which for us means full access to medicines and care in hospitals and clinics, the reinstatement of all fired healthcare workers,
and the repayment of back wages and retirement funds to all the healthcare workers in the Palenque region of Chiapas.

We call on all of you to endorse this International Appeal from Palenque. We will be sending it, with all the names of individuals and organizations gathered
from around the world, to Lic. Manuel Velasco Coello (State Governor of Chiapas), Dr. José Narro Robles (Minister of Health of Mexico) and Dr. Francisco Ortega
Farera (Minister of Health of the state of Chiapas).

Please send your endorsement  of this  Appeal to  Lic.  Saul  Alejandro Hernandez Nucamendi  (email: licnucamendi-Palenque@hotmail.com),  with copies to

Russell Aguilar Brindis (email:   javepacuay@hotmail.com) and Nambiath Vasudevan (email: owcmumbai2016@gmail.com). »

Palenque, Chiapas, Mexico, September 25, 2016

GERMANY
An exchange between three German delegates to the Mumbai Conference 

“Mumbai will clearly demonstrate that we all have one common enemy: the capitalist social order!”
Norbert  Müller  is  a  member  of  the  Frankfort

labour commission (the AfA) of the Social-Democrat
Party  (the  SPD),  and  a  trade  unionist  in  the  Ver.di
federation  of  public  services  (1),  which  numbers
several  million  members.  Peter  Saalmüller  is  a
member of the SPD and also A Ver.di trade unionist.
Klaus Schüller is a member of the national leadership
of the SPD AfA and an activist in the railway workers
union,  the  EVG  (1).  They  are  delegates  to  the
international  conference  in  Mumbai,  Against  War,
Exploitation and Precarious Employment next 18, 19
and 20 November.

- Norbert  Müller:  In 2015, 150 million workers
went  out  on  general  strike  in  India,  and this  year
there have been 180 million who mobilized – and
that has not  be  the object  of  the least  information
published by our organizations, not to mention any
discussion. And yet, having knowledge of these class
struggles  is  indispensable  for  being  able  to
appreciate the situation and the state of the labour
movement on the global scale.

-  Peter  Saalmüller:  (…)Because  these  huge
movements  are  witness  to  the  strength  of  the

worldwide working class. They give us confidence
in  the  fighting  capacity  of  the  European  working
classes. And especially because the Indian working
class’s impressive fight shows that it is high time to
hold  an  international  conference  in  India,  on  the
Asian continent, where millions of men and women
workers are exploited in ultra-precarious conditions.

If  one  sector  of  the  labour  movement,  in  no
matter which country, were to lose a part of its social
gains, that would become an additional obstacle for
those  who  are  fighting  to  win  those  same  rights,
because  capital  uses  these  losses  of  rights  on  a
global  scale.  The  experiences  and  the  combats  of
delegates  from  all  over  the  world  are  therefore
decisive;  they  help  us  to  unite  for  the  Workers
International.  The  diktats  of  the  IMF,  the  World
Bank and the European Union have shown us very
well  that  international  capital  and  particularly
finance  capital,  gather  their  forces  together  and
implement  them  with  the  help  of  the  complacent
leaders of the labour organizations, while we remain
divided.  The  Open  World  Conference  of  Mumbai
will be a significant step towards the uniting of our

own forces.
-  Klaus  Schüller:  The  enormous  increase  in

precarious  employment  in  Germany  and  in  the
European Union, and especially our fight for doing
away  with  all  the  zones  and  sectors  without
collective bargaining agreements and for the defence
of  permanent  employment  contracts  are  important
experiences that we wish to report on at the Mumbai
conference.  Mumbai  will  clearly  demonstrate  that
we all have one common enemy: the capitalist social
order.

Thanks to this conference and to the presence of
comrades from labour organizations worldwide, we
will each learn from one another about what kinds of
solidarity  and  which  common  strategies  we  can
develop,  in  order  to  lead  the  fight  against
exploitation, precarious employment and especially
against  the  atrocious  wars,  and  to  finally  be  done
with all that.

(1) Both national trade unions affiliated to the DGB Trade
Union

  =>          If you wish to receive more information, if you wish to get in touch, please send your contact details to :  

owcmumbai2016@gmail.com

https://webmail1c.orange.fr/webmail/fr_FR/read.html?FOLDER=SF_INBOX&IDMSG=13243&check=&SORTBY=1
mailto:owcmumbai2016@gmail.com
https://webmail1c.orange.fr/webmail/fr_FR/read.html?FOLDER=SF_INBOX&IDMSG=13243&check=&SORTBY=1
https://webmail1c.orange.fr/webmail/fr_FR/read.html?FOLDER=SF_INBOX&IDMSG=13243&check=&SORTBY=1

